This is against L2/22-115 Annotations for CJK strokes used as Hangul strokes.

1) Different Creations of Hangul and Hanzi.
   The following quote is from the book Xunmin Zhengyin (训民正音, AD 1444):
   “正音二十八字，各象其形而制之。初声凡十七字。牙音>Description of sound, forms the shape of the mouth. Dental sound Description of sound, represents a tooth profile. The laryngeal sound Description of sound, represents the shape of the throat. Compared to Description of sound, is a little louder, so it adds a picture. Description of sound and Description of sound, add a picture based on the voice. Although they are all the same in principle, they are different. Half-lingual sound Description of sound and half-dental sound Description of sound are also shaped like teeth of the tongue, but their bodies are different, and there is no reason to add strokes.”
   According to the above quotation, “The basic stroke style of Hangul script is derived from Hanzi/Hanjia, so the best way to handle the Hangul strokes is to unify them to CJK strokes (L2/22-115)” is inappropriate.

2) Inappropriate usage of strokes
   The following Hangul strokes are different to those of Hanzi:
   ![Hangul stroke comparison]
   ・3rd stroke of 4E38丸
Note: Mr. Xuan Longyun (玄龙云) is the Director General of the Korean Language IT Society of China, the vice leader of Korean IT Standardization Working Group of China.